
We’ve offered the Raleigh community 

space-saving solutions for the past 10 years 

 

“ 

As a talent manager, my favorite venues 
are the restored theatres which used to 
exist in almost every city throughout the 
USA. These beautiful structures seem to 
be harder to find every single year. 

The Lincoln Theatre in Mount Vernon, 
WA is one of those treasures we love so 
much. The community is a better place 
for it. The theatre can best serve its 
audiences by keeping its sound system 
up to date and accessible to the hearing 
impaired as well as retaining the look 
and feel of those good ol’ days gone by. 

On behalf of Albert Lee, Cindy 
Cashdollar and me, we hope you can 
meet your goal and look forward to the 
day we can return. 

Bring sound to life at the historic 
Lincoln Theatre by sending your 

donations to: 

Lincoln Theatre Center Foundation 

P.O. Box 2312 

Mount Vernon, WA 98273 

Or online: 

lincolntheatre.org 

 

Questions? 

(360) 419-7129, Ext 103 

marymae@lincolntheatre.org 

 

Lincoln Theatre is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit 

organization. Tax ID 94-3052481. Your 

donation may be tax deductible, please 
check with your tax advisor. 

The inclusion of a hearing loop in the 
theater's Sound + Hearing Campaign will 
be a perfect complement, to create a 
sound system serving all your patrons. 
The  approximately 4800 hearing 
impaired residents in Skagit County will 
have the opportunity to participate and 
enjoy a night at the theater! 

  ~Jerry & Joanna Olmstead 

    volunteers, Cochlear 



Looping you into  
tomorrow’s technology today 

Hearing 
Loop  
System… 
 

The hearing loop is 

a wire circling the 

theatre and connecting directly to the 

sound system. The loop then transmits 

the sound electro-magnetically and is 

picked up by the telecoil in the hearing 

aid or cochlear implant. The hearing 

loop system will work with both live 

sound and film. 

Bring sound to life... 

Your contribution toward meeting the 

$150,000 Sound + Hearing Campaign, 

will allow the purchase and installation of 

a sound system custom-designed for the 

Lincoln Theatre: 

 Line array speakers flown from the 

ceiling for a balanced sound mix and 

clear line of sight 

 Six stage monitors 

 Stage microphones and cabling 

 Professional digital 64 channel 

mixing console to combine the 

dynamics of the many different audio 

signals  

 Wireless headset microphone 

system for up to 24 stage performers 

 Hearing loop to transmit sound 

directly to hearing aids, cochlear 

implants, and wireless receiving 

Your donation will... 
 Enrich overall sound quality in every 

seat for audiences at live dramatic 

and musical performances 

 Upgrade equipment to meet the latest 

professional technical standards in 

sound reinforcement for performers 

 Improve line of sight and free up 

stage area by moving speakers off the 

floor  

 Provide the best possible sound for 

the hearing impaired 

 Reduce the need to rent additional 

Wireless headset microphones  
for live stage productions 

Line Array Speakers flown from the 
ceiling instead of floor speakers 

This custom-designed system will be 
tailored exclusively for the Lincoln 
Theatre to ensure fine audio quality in 
every seat. 

This is an opportunity to connect the 
Lincoln Theatre and local community 
with high quality regional and national 
acts. The Lincoln Theatre will be a 
‘must’ stop for performers on the I-5 
corridor. 

 ~Mitch Larson, Sound Events 


